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Chem 201 lecture #20      
 
Last time:  
Van Deemter Equation 
GC 
 
 
Today: 
1) Electrophoresis 
2) Student survey 
 
1) ion exchange chromat 
2) molec exclusion chrom 
3) affinity chrom 
4) capillary electrophoresis 
5) student survey 
6) review 
 
we already discussed briefly: 
 
1) ion-exchange chromat: 
catex = cation exchangers, contain  
covalently bound anions (eg sulfonate, 
-SO3

-) to attract cations. 
anex =anion exchangers, contain  
covalently bound cations (eg ammonium, 
-NR3

+); to attract cations 
 
-these bound ionic groups usually  
bound to polymeric resins.   
Extent of % crosslinking is controllable. 
 
 
Competition for sites: 
Selectivity coefficient: Keq for: 
 
R-M1

+ + M2
+  R-M2

+ + M1
+ 

 
So Keq = [R-M2

+][M1
+]  

    [R-M1
+][M2

+] 
 
if, K >1, it is more selective for M2

+ 
 
3 factors favoring selectivity: 
a) larger ion charge 
b) smaller ion size 
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c) softer (ie.more polarizable) ion 
 
 
 
2) Molecular Exclusion chromatography      
          pore sizes 
Elution equation: Kav = (Vr-Vo) 
     (Vm-Vo) 
Vm =total mobile phase volume 
Vo = void volume (outside gel) 
Vr =retention volume 
 
Use blue dextran dye (MW=2x106) to get Vo 
 
Relationship of logMW to Vr is used. 
See graph at right. 
 
3) Affinity chromatography: especially useful 
in biochemistry.  Based on specific binding  
of solute to the stationary phase.  Useful for 
isolating say enzyme based on its substrate. 
Or antibody to antigen.  
Or using molecular imprinting. (read up). 
 
4) Capillary electrophoresis 
 
Electrophoresis = migration of ions in sol’n  
 under influence of elec field. High DC voltage  
(e.g. 30 kV) applied across a gel. 
 
In capillary electrophoresis, minute solute  
quantities, use capillary tubes.  
No stationary phase necessary. 
 
Different solutes have different mobilities 
and are thus separated. 
 
Capillary electrophoresis has  
van Deemter Equation for open tubular 
column: 
 
 H  = A + B/u + Cu 
(explain) 
Even better resolved than HPLC! 
 
Basic look at electrophoresis in general: 
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Charge q is acted on by a field E: 
F = qE where E = Volts/meter 
 
Migrating charged ion quickly reaches 
constant velocity:  net F = 0 =Ff+Fc  
 
Ff=frictional force = fuep 
uep =vel. of molec. rel. to sol’n. 
where f = frictional coefficient   
 -related to viscosity, h & radius,r 
f = 6πhr (Stoke’s equation) 
 
frictional force = coulomb force 
so qE = fuep => uep = (q/f)E = µepE 
 
where  µep =”electrophoretic mobility” 
(motion of molec based directly on E) 
Electroosmosis: 
 
Electric double layer: due to net (-) charge 
of unprotonated silanol groups on surface. 
 
Net electroosmotic flow toward cathode due  
to diffuse part of double layer.  “ 
bulk flow of solution is “pluglike” toward cathode.   
unlike hydrodynamic flow  
 
Adds to even higher resolution. 
 
 
 
ueo = µeoE  where µeo = electroosmotic mobility. 
(note: ueo = vel. due to bulk flow) 
Notes: 
µeo a surface charge density on silica 
µeo a 1/√(ionic strength) 
 
Electroosmosis decreases at low pH.  Why? 
 
µapp = µep + µeo 
 
 
Lab on a chip 
 
 
 


